
Oxford Scholarship Online is a vast and rapidly expanding cross-searchable library which now offers quick

and easy access to the full text of over 2,200 Oxford books in 16 subject areas.  

In addition to the original subject modules of Economics and Finance, Philosophy, Political Science, 

and Religion, Oxford Scholarship Online now offers access to new books in 12 additional subject areas –

Biology, Business and Management, Classical Studies, History, Law (available January 2009),

Linguistics, Literature, Mathematics, Music, Physics, Psychology and, Social Work (available January

2009). This exciting development means that, for the first time, the majority of OUP’s scholarly

monographs will be published online as well as in print.

“The Holy Grail of
online resources.”

Information Services

Manager, London

School of Economics

and Political Science
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� Unlimited access and comprehensive coverage

in 16 key disciplines means that classic works of

scholarship, together with newly-published works,

are more accessible than ever before

� Over 450,000 book pages, and in excess of

200 million words

� Up to 400 books added each year

� Keywords and abstracts at both book and

chapter level, the vast majority written by the

original author

� Comprehensive structure – every title has a

home page with abstracts at book and chapter

level, and full bibliographic information

� Scholarly accreditation – all academic titles

published by OUP are extensively peer reviewed

and approved for publication by a board of leading

academics from Oxford University

� Regularly updated with new uploads

three times a year

World-class authors, breadth and depth of coverage…DID YOU KNOW?

Oxford Scholarship

Online’s authors range

from classic thinkers to

modern masters,

including twentieth-

century Nobel Prize

winners 

– for example...

John Anderson 

J. L. Austin

Alan Baddeley 

Sir Partha Dasgupta

Donald Davidson

David d'Avray 

Robert E. Goodin

Simon Hornblower

Will Kymlicka

Anthony Leggett

Thomas Nagel

Gerald O’Collins 

Amartya Sen 

Joseph E. Stiglitz

Abstract and keywords at
book and chapter level

Cross-search the full text
of over 2,200 books

Oxford Scholarship Online
An unrivalled teaching and research resource

Printer friendly format

Purchase 

or subscribe...
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Excellent functionality and an invaluable teaching and research resource…

How to subscribe and/or purchase

Oxford Scholarship Online is available for a one-time purchase fee

or by annual subscription to institutions and individuals worldwide,

either as a complete collection or on a per module basis.  

� Institutions: Subscription and one-off purchase prices are

based on the size and type of institution. Please contact us for

a price quotation (see right for details)

� Individuals: To subscribe online and gain instant access, go to

www.oxfordonline.com/subscribe

Free trials available!

Free trials of all our online products are available to institutions.

Librarians and central resource coordinators can register for a 

trial at www.oxfordonline.com/freetrials

How to contact us

For further information about all Oxford Online products, and to

request institutional free trials and price quotations, please contact us:

Further Information

Keep up to date with the latest news about Oxford Scholarship Online

by joining our mailing list at www.oxfordonline.com/listserv
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Customers outside 

North and South America

E: onlineproducts@oup.com

T: +44 (0)1865 353705

F: +44 (0)1865 353308

Customers in 

North and South America

E: oxfordonline@oup.com 

T: 1 800 624 0153

F: 1 919 677 8877

DID YOU KNOW?

The 2,200 books in

Oxford Scholarship

Online would take up

around 60 metres of

shelf space!

“For ease of
use, user-

friendly design,
and quality

content, Oxford
Scholarship

Online is among
the best…” 

LIBRARY JOURNAL

Oxford University Press offers

a wide range of acclaimed

online resources across many

subject areas. To view a full

list of products, visit

www.oxfordonline.com

Customer services include...

� Extensive online help and excellent customer

and technical support

� Detailed usage statistics allow you to track

how often your users are accessing Oxford

Scholarship Online

� OpenURL compliance enables users to query your

library catalogue with bibliographic information

� MARC21 and ONIX records available by subject

free of charge to aid cataloguing

Choice of purchasing, subscription, and
hosting options…

� Subscription – institutions can choose to

subscribe to the full collection, or individual subject

modules, on an unlimited or concurrent user basis

� Perpetual access – institutions can choose to

purchase the full collection, or individual subject

modules, for a one-time fee, enabling unlimited

user access to the content for ever

� Hosting – institutions purchasing Oxford

Scholarship Online can choose to self-host the

content. Otherwise hosting is available from OUP

for a small annual fee

1
Information is accurate at the time of going to press, but is liable to alteration without notice.

� Quick search by word or phrase from every 

web page 

� Sort results by relevance, title, author, or

publication date

� Advanced search options allow users to specify

their search in greater detail, and to search across a

variety of different fields – full text, abstract, subject,

author name, publication date, keyword or ISBN

� Bibliography Search allows searching across

500,000+ citations and notes available in 

Oxford Scholarship Online

� Browse by title, author, or a particular subject

area, and choose to show or hide the abstracts

� Extensive cross-references increase research

possibilities, and provide an alternative way to

browse the full text

� Abstracts, search results, and tables of contents

can be printed and emailed to colleagues

� Reference linking from bibliographies and

footnotes to available online content helps users

discover related resources 

� DOIs (and static URLs) at book and chapter

level make it easy to link to Oxford Scholarship

Online direct from course packs and reading lists

� Export citations automatically to ProCiteTM,

EndNoteTM, RefWorksTM, and Reference ManagerTM
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